Review of Twisted City from the Birmingham Post

"..there's so much imagination on show it's staggering"

"If trip hop and drum and bass is your bag, Twisted City is a godsend. Produced in the mecca which is Bristol, there's so much imagination on show it's staggering. A listen to the demo showcase on track one proves what is possible from these raw materials. There's a whole world of loops ranging from a downbeat 64bpm to a super-fast hard-step drum and bass beats, all completely original and perky.

Particularly outstanding are the Ludwig and Gretch kit loops which have tons of attitude and come with the individual kit sounds ready to sample and use as the basis of your own kits. There's a wacky selection of special FX and some deranged pads and atmospheres so important to breakbeat-derived styles. Also worth mentioning are the orchestral string samples which will be honey for the Portishead bunch. This CD is also ideal for soundtrack and advert work."